
CARTA MARINA ET DESCRIPTO SEPTEMTRIONALIVM TERRARVM AC MIRIBILVM RERVM IN EIS CONTENTARVM DILIGENTISSIME ELEBORATA

ANNO DNI 1539 - MARINE MAP AND DESCRIPTION OF THE NORTHERN COUNTRIES AND THEIRWONDERS, CAREFULLY EXECUTED ANNO 1539

OLAUS MAGNUS GOTHUS GREETS THE HONOURABLE READER TO BE ABLE TO UNDER¬

STAND EASILY THIS MAP OF THE SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES AND THE WONDERS

THAT EXIST THERE (I PUBLISHED THIS EDITION IN HONOUR OF THE REVERED DOGE

PIETRO LANDO AND THE SENATE OF VENICE AND FORTHE GENERAL BENEFIT OF THE

CHRISTIAN WORLD), YOU MUST KNOW THAT IT IS DIVIDED INTO NINE PARTS, INDI¬

CATED BY THE LARGE LETTERS A, B, C ETC., AND FURTHER THAT THERE ARE SEVERAL

SMALLER LETTERS WITHIN THE AREA OF EACH BIG LETTER, WHICH INDICATE MATTERS

BRIEFLY REFERRED TO IN THE COMMENTARY.

A comprises the island of Iceland (Islandia), renowned for its
unusual wonders; on this island, close to the small letter A • there are

three mountains, their highest peaks glistening with eternal snow and
their bases flaming with eternal fire. B • Four springs of very different
nature: the first one by means of its eternal heat changes everything
thrown into it into stone, while preserving the original shape, the sec¬

ond one is intolerably cold, the third one produces "beer", the fourth
one breathes forth destructive contagion. C • A fire consuming the wa¬

ter but not burning the wick. D • White ravens, falcons, magpies, bears,
wolves and hares; yet there are also totally black wolves. E • The ice
sounding like howling human voices and clearly indicating that human
souls are being tormented there. F • A piece of rock that seems to fly
through a great cloud of vapour. G • A vast number of fish heaped up

for sale in a pile as high as the houses under the open sky. H • An
incredible amount of butter. I • The pasture is so lush that unless the
cattle are kept from grazing, they are destroyed through overfeeding.
K • Sea monsters, huge as mountains, capsize the ships if they are not
frightened away by the sounds of trumpets or by throwing empty
barrels into the sea. L • Seamen who anchor on the backs of the mon¬

sters in belief that they are islands often expose themselves to mortal
danger. M • Merchant ships attacking each other with canons in their
fight to be first in harbour and do good trade. N • The arms of Norway
(Nonvegia) and Iceland (Islandia).

T>
I J comprises first a part of Greenland (Gnunrlandia), whose
inhabitants, shown near the letterA • are pictured as very skilful sailors,
using leather boats which are safe no matter what danger might
threaten; using these they attack and sink the ships of the foreigners.
B • Two colossal sea monsters, one with dreadful teeth, the other with
horrible horns and burning gaze - the circumference of its eye is 16 to
20 feet. C • A whale rising up and sinking a big ship. D • Aworm 200 feet
long wrapping itself around a big ship and destroying it. E • Rosmarus,
a sea elephant, sleeps hanging from the cliff and is caught thus.
F • Several horrendous whirlpools in the sea (cbambdes). G • The in¬
satiable and gluttonous wolverine emptying its stomach by squeezing
itself between trees. H • A fisherman beating on the ice with a club so

as to stun and catch the fish under it. I • Reindeers are tamed flock-

wise and surpass the swiftest horses when they are put beforewaggons.
K • Demons, who have assumed bodily shape, are serving the people.
L • A flock of domesticated reindeers giving milk for household use.

A find of gold.

c shows, at letter A • forest people who attack the sailors by
night but are nowhere to be found during the day. B • Pagan worship¬
pers adore as a divinity a piece of red cloth attached to the top of a
pole. C • Starchaterus, a Swedish (sueTicus) fist-fighter, very famous in
ancient times throughout all Europe. D • A magnetic island, 30 miles
from the Pole, beyond which the sailor's guide, the so-called compass

(bossolo), loses its power. E • A huge eagle wraps its eggs in the flayed
skin of a hare; bymeans of its life-giving warmth the chicks are hatched.
F • The great white lake (the White Sea), where are to be found fishes
and birds of an uncountable number of species. G • A marriage cer¬

emony among the pagan worshippers performed with fire struck from

flints held over the heads of the bridal pair. H • Exchange of necessities
without the use of money. I • Battle between two kings, one of whom
fights with reindeers and foot-soldiers on curved lengths of wood (that
is, skis) and carrying bows. He defeats the otherwho fights on horseback.
K • Reindeers draw a waggon (sledge) across the snow and ice. L • Seal-
hunting on ice-floes and an incredible abundance of salmon and pike.
M • Marten (mandliRi), sable (zabeLh), ermine, different kinds of squir¬
rels, everywhere an enormous number of beavers. N • Moscovite
merchants dragging their boats between the lakes to do barter trade.

l ^ shows near the small A the islands and the diocese of the

Faroe Islands (Fånen), its fish-eating inhabitants cut up and divide
among themselves the big sea animals thrown up by the storms.
B • Here heads of ravens are given as a tribute to the governor of the
region as a sign that they have killed the destructive bird which kills
sheep and lambs. C - At the approach to this island there is a high rock,
which the sailors call the Monk - an excellent protection against storms.
D »The terrible sea-monster Ziphius devouring a seal. E »Another gris¬
ly monster, name unknown, lurking at its side (that is to say at the side
of Ziphius). F • Here lies the island of Tyle (Tile). G • The Hetlandic
(Shetlandic) islands and bishopric, a fertile country with the most
beautiful women. H • The Orcadic (Orkney) islands and bishopric, 33 in
number, which in ancient times was called a kingdom. I • Ducks being
hatched from the fruit of the trees. K • A sea monster similar to a pig.

F comprises at A the name of the island of Scandia, from which
in bygone days the most powerful people have gone out into the whole
world. B • The arms of the Kingdom of Sweden (Suecia): three crowns.

C • The arms of the Kingdom of Norway (Nonvegia): a lion armed with a

broad-axe. D • Here they try to measure the unfathomable depths of
the sea. E • A monster looking like a rhinocerus devours a lobster
which is 12 feet long. F • Plates are fastened as shields to the feet of
the horses so that they will not sink down into the snow. G • Domesti¬
cated reindeers give excellent milk. H • Lynxes devour wild cats. I »An
attack by wolves against elks on the ice. K • Pyramids and enormous
stones bearing the deeds of ancestors described in Gothic letters. ^ is
the sign for finds of iron. Finds of copper. §| Hoards of excellent
silver. L • A lake which never freezes.M»A sea snake, 30 or 40 feet long.

FI Below small A: it often happens that the sea freezes and is able
to carry very heavy carriages (sledges) and at the same time along¬
side their route leaves a navigable waterway to the seafarers, who
compete with the carriages in swiftness. B • Onagm ("wild donkeys")
or elks pull the carriages swiftly over the snow. C • A fight between
shepherds and snakes. D • Pheasants or woodcocks lie hidden under
the snow without food for several months at a stretch. E • Other birds,

totally white snow birds, which never show themselves except during
severe winters. F • A black river of immeasurable depth; it contains
only black fishes, but these have a delicious taste. G • Outbreak of an
unendurable din, when something living is thrown into the Viborgian
cave or hollow. H • The den of beavers, partly on land, partly in the
water; how they build it by drawing together pieces of wood. I • The

pelican, a bird big as a goose giving out a very strong call with his
water-filled throat. K • The otter is tamed to fish and to bring the fish
to the cook. L • People are moving rapidly over the endless frozen sea

with (skates made of) bones under their feet. M »Vessels for feasting,
called Kåsa (Kosa). N • During the winter fighting takes place on the
ice as during summer it does at sea.

r
^^fl gives the whole key to the map as well as parts of the kingdoms
of England (Angha), Scotland (Scoria) and Holland (Hollandia).

TJ
J contains at the letter A the old kingdom of Frisland (Fmsia),
where there are excellent horses, and then the kingdom of Denmark
(Dama), broken up into its many islands and among its warlike inhab¬
itants. B • The mighty and stately Vendic towns, the harbours of which
are permanently lit up so that the seamen can avoid running into any

danger through carelessness. C • Public lodgings are sometimes built on
the frozen sea. D • Collecting amber on the Prussian coast. E • The town
of Danzig; inhabited by well-to-do and honest citizens. F • The be¬
nevolence of the fishes called rockas in Gothic and raya in Italian:
they protect the swimming man and save him from being devoured
by the sea monsters. G • The kingdom of Gothia, the first fatherland of
the Goths. H • The island of Gotland (Gorlandia), according to the
etymology of its name, the island of the Goths, where even today cases
involving maritime law are settled. I • Fires are lit on the coastal moun¬
tains in wartime. K • The royal city of Stockholm (Srocholcoia), well
protected by the art of fortification, by natural formations and water.
L • Mighty ships for sea battle, equipped on all sides with big canons,

from which pieces of iron are fired, enclosed in barrels.

T
fl first contains at the letter A • the country of Livonia (Livonia),

which is under the rule of the German Order of the Blessed Virgin. B •

Kurland (Tema Cunerum), on the coast of which There are repeated
shipwrecks and scant comfort is given to the victims. C • Samogethia, so
called after the settlement there of the Goths. D • The Grand Duchy of
Lithuania (Liruama), under the King of Poland. E • shows an aurochs
which easily lifts and tosses a man in full armour.F • Bears poking honey
from the trees, are being beaten down by ironspiked clubs which have
been hung there. • Finally a table gives the names of a number of peoples
who according to the unanimous testimony of the ancient authors
originate from the island of Scandia.

FORBIDDEN FORA PERIOD OF TEN YEARS (THE MAP IS ENTITLED "THE GEOGRAPHIA OR

DESCRIPTION OF THE SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES"). THIS PROHIBITION ALSO APPLIES

TO HIS BOOKS DESCRIBING THE SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES. ANYONE INFRINGING

THESE RULES IS THREATENED WITH EXCOMMUNICATION AND FINES OF 200 GOLDEN

DUCATS. • AFTERTHE DESCRIPTION, IT IS NOTED THATTHE MAP CAN BE BOUGHT IN THE

SHOP OF THOMAS DE RUBIS AT THE RIALTO BRIDGE IN VENICE.

A MAP OF THE COUNTRIES OFTHE NORTH, REMARK¬

ABLY MODERN FOR ITS TIME. WAS PRINTED AT VEN¬

ICE IN 1539. THE VIEWER HERE MEETS FORTHE FIRST

TIME A MAP OF THIS REGION WHICH WAS CORRECT

IN ITS MAIN FEATURES. IN SIZE TOO THE MAP WAS A

WORK ON A GRAND SCALE. NINE SHEETS PRINTED

FROM WOOD-B.LOCKS, WERE ASSEMBLED TO FORM A

MAP 1.25 METRES HIGH AND 1.70 METRES BROAD.

• THE CREATOR OF THIS REMARKABLE MAP WAS

OLAUS MAGNUS (1490-1557). CERTAIN STAGES IN HIS

LIFE ARE UNKNOWN, BUT IT IS KNOWN THAT HE WAS

BORN AT LINKÖPING. RECEIVED AN EDUCATION IN

THE CHURCH, AND STAYED AT VARIOUS SEATS OF

LEARN ING ABROAD. ON HIS RETURN TO SWEDEN HE

WAS ACTIVE IN THE CHURCH AT UPPSALA AND

LINKÖPING. IN 1522 HE WAS A PRIEST IN STOCK¬

HOLM. • SOME YEARS EARLIER OLAUS MAGNUS HAD

TRAVELLED IN NORTHERN SWEDEN AND NORWAY

AS A COLLECTOR OF CHURCH-DUES. THE MONEY

WAS TO BE USED IN THE BUILDING OF ST PETER'S

IN ROME. WHICH BEGAN IN 1506. THE JOURNEY,

WHICH TOOK A YEAR FROM MAY 1518 TO SUMMER

1519, TAUGHT HIM MUCH ABOUT BOTH THE NATURE

ANDTHE PEOPLE OFTHESE TRACTS. HE WAS TO HAVE

GREAT USE OF THIS KNOWLEDGE IN HIS LATER

UNDERTAKINGS. ■ IN 1524 OLAUS MAGNUS WAS SENT

TO ROME BY THE NEWLY ELECTED KING, GUSTAVUS

VASA, FOR DIPLOMATIC NEGOTIATIONS WITH THE

PAPAL CURIA. DURING HIS ABSENCE. HOWEVER. THE

LUTHERAN TEACHINGS GAINED AN INCREASINGLY

STRONG FOOTING IN SWEDEN. HE LIVED FORABOUT

A DECADE IN DANZIG AND IT WAS THERE WORK ON

THE CARTA MARINA STARTED. BUT IT WAS NOT

UNTIL HE MOVED TO ITALY AT THE END OF THE

1530'STHAT IT BECAME POSSIBLETO PRINTTHEMAP.

OLAUS MAGNUS ADDED TO THE CARTA MARINA DE¬

SCRIPTIONS IN LATIN (ON THE MAP), ITALIAN AND

GERMAN (PRINTED SEPARATELY). THE MAP CAN BE

REGARDED AS AN ANTICIPATION OF HIS MAJOR

WORK'HISTORIADEGENTIBUS SEPTEMTRIONAL1BUS"

(HISTORYOFTHE NORTHERN PEOPLES), PRINTED AT

ROME IN 1555. THIS ISTHE FIRST DESCRIPTION ON A

LARGE SCALE OF THE COUNTRIES AND PEOPLES OF

THE NORTH. ITS CONNECTION WITH THE CARTA

MARINA IS OBVIOUS - IT CAN BE SAID THAT HIS

"HISTORY" CONSTITUTES A RICHLY DETAILED

COMMENTARY ON THE MAP. CARTA MARINA WAS

PROBABLY PRINTED IN A SMALL EDITION. WHICH

EXPLAINS ITS RARITY. FOR CENTURIES IT DIS¬

APPEARED WITHOUT TRACE. IN 1888 A COPY WAS

FOUND AT THE HOF- AND STAATSB1BLIOTHEK IN

MUNICH. SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS WAS TO PASS BEFORE

ANOTHERCOPYWAS FOUND,THEONE WHICH UPP¬

SALA UNIVERSITY LIBRARY SECURED FROM SWIT¬

ZERLAND. THESE TWO SURVIVING COPIES OF OLAUS

MAGNUS' FANTASTIC MAP OF 1539 ARE PRICELESS

DOCUMENTS FORTHE STUDY OF HISTORICAL CAR¬

TOGRAPHYAND CULTURAL HISTORY IN THE NORTH.

• IN 1997 FORTHE FIRST TIME A FACS1M1LE-PR1NTON

THE SCALE 1:1 WAS MADE FROM THE COPY IN UPP-

SALA.THE MAP HAD BEEN REPRODUCED PREVIOUSLY

(1975, 1986) ONLY ON A REDUCED SCALE. IN ORDER

TO ACHIEVE THE GREATEST POSSIBLE AGREEMENT

WITH THE ORIGINAL,THE NINE SHEETS OFTHE MAP

WERE REPRODUCED INA FACSIMILE EDITION WITH

THE AID OF SILK-SCREEN PRINTING. THE MAP HAS

BEEN PRINTED IN A NUMBERED EDITION OF 75

COPIES. UPPSALA UNIVERSITY LIBRARY ARRANGED

FOR THE PRINTING OF THE FACSIMILE AND THE

ARTIST ADRIAAN HONCOOP OF UPPSALA WAS

RESPONSIBLE FORTHE GRAPHIC WORK. THE ORIGI¬

NAL IS ON DISPLAY IN THE EXHIBITION HALL OF

THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY.
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